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Alumi Meet 2022
Dr. D. Y. Patil College of Engineering and Innovation organized "Alumni Meet 2022" - a

programme to felicititate and consolidate student alumni and faculty alumni on 3rd
June 2022. The event was adorned with more than 50 student Alumni and 10 faculty
alumni. It was delightful to watch the alumni mingling and sharing their experience
with the community
The student and faculty alumni were invited by invitation cards shared through Email and social media
In a nutshell, the event was a grand success and resulted in great fellowship for
everyonne

Dr.D.Y. Patil
Educational Federation

Dr.D.Y.Patil College of
Engineering and Innovation
We cordially invite you to

ALUMNI MEET 2022
Relieve..Rejoice...A trip to Nostalgia

On Friday, 3rd June, 2022, 4:00 PM, Varale Campus

The meet will be presided over by
Chief Guest

Guest of Honour

Dr. Sushant Patil

Mrs. Anuja Patil

President. Dr.DYPEF. Varale

Secretary, Dr.DYPEF. Varale

In the presence of dignitaries
Dr.Vidyanand Mankar

Dr. Suresh Mali

Executive Director.Dr DYPEFVarale

Principal, DrDYPCOE

(the event will be followed by dinner)
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Saraswati Pujan by Chief Guest,

Alumni enjoying Dinner

Dr.Sushant Patil
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What is

Neutron

Star?

Hibah Momin
FE Div-A

What is neutron star?
Neutron stars are the remnants of giant stars that died in a fiery
explosion known as a supernova. After such an outburst, the cores of
these former stars compact into an ultradense object with the mass of
the sun packed into a ball the size of a city.
The neutron star is the most densest object in the universe. The mass
of one spoon neutron star is 900 billion Kg. The mass of neutron star is
1.4 times greater than the sun. As neutron star is dense that's why it's

gravitational field and magnetic field is more intense
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One Sun, One World,
One Grid

Pratham kadam
FE Div- C

One Sun, One World One Grid: PM Modi calls for global solar grid at COP26
PM Modi reiterated that the idea for the One Sun One World One Grid (OSOWOG)
initiative was put forth by him at the First Assembly of the International Solar
Alliance (1SA) in October 20180ne Sun, One World & One Grid will not only reduce

storage needs but also enhance the viability of solar projects. This creative
initiative will not only reduce carbon footprints and energy cost but also open a
new avenue for cooperation between different countries and regions," PM Modi
said, while delivering his remarks at the 'Accelerating Clean Technology Innovation
and Deployment' event at COP26.
Modi and Johnson on Tuesday also released the One Sun declaration, which
stated, "Realising the vision of One Sun One World One Grid through
interconnected green grids can be transformational, enabling all of us to meet the
targets of the Paris Agreement to prevent dangerous climate change.these efforts
can stimulate green investments and create millions of good jobs. The declaration
has been endorsed by 80 ISA member countries."
What are the challenges expected in its implementation ?
One of the big chalenges for implementation will be maintaining a stable grid over
a large geographical area. Electricity Grid is vulnerable to accidents, weather, and
cyber-attacks that are prone to increase and disrupt the electricity supply on mass
Scale. The mechanism of cost-sharing will also be challenging as paticipating
countries are both rich and poor nations.

ONE SUN
ONE WORLD

ONE GRID
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The Bermuda
Samiksha Yadav

Trianglee

FE Div-C

The Bermuda Triangle is a mythical section of the Atlantic Ocean roughly bounded
by Miami, Bermuda and Puerto Rico where dozens of ships and airplanes have
disappeared. Unexplained circumstances surround some of these accidents,
including one in which the pilots of a squadron of U.S. Navy bombers became
disoriented while flying over the area; the planes were never found. Other boats
and planes have seemingly vanished from the area in good weather without even
radioing distress messages. But although myriad fanciful theories have been

proposed regarding the Bermuda Triangle, none of them prove that mysterious
disappearances occur more frequently there than in other well-traveled sections
of the ocean. In fact, people navigate the area everyThe area referred to as the
Bermuda Triangle, or Devil's Triangle, covers about 500,000 square miles of ocean
off the southeastern tip of Florida. When Christopher Columbus sailed through
the area on his first voyage to the New World, he reported that a great flame of
fire (probably a meteor) crashed into the sea one night and that a strange light
appeared in the distance a few weeks later. He also wrote about erratic compass
readings, perhaps because at that time a sliver of the Bermuda Triangle was one

of the few places on Earth where true north and magnetic north lined up. day
without incident.The area referred to as the Bermuda Triangle, or Devil's Triangle,
covers about 500,000 square miles of ocean off the southeastern tip of Florida.
When Christopher Columbus sailed through the area on his first voyage to the
New World, he reported that a great flame of fire (probably a meteor) crashed into
the sea one night and that a strange light appeared in the distance a few weeks
later. He also wrote about erratic compass readings, perhaps because at that time
a sliver of the Bermuda Triangle was one of the few places on Earth where true

north and magnetic north lined up.
Bermuda

Florida

Gulf of Mexico

Berm uda

Triangle

Trapt of Cancar

Puerto Rico

S t o r m The Bermuda Triangle, It Can't
Swallow All OTUs
nthony Dominick Carnovale and 2
thes

Caribbean Sea
ACRAM
Bermuda Than
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What multiple records were broken
in second India-ireland T201?
Deepak Hooda and Sanju Samson recorded
the highest-ever partnership for India in a T201
match after sharing a 176-run stand for the
second wicket in the second T201 against
Ireland. Ireland smashed 14 sixes in the match,
most by them in a T201 match. Ireland also
recorded the highest-ever T201 total (221/5)
while chasing against India.

Pic of snow leopard in Ladakh 'reacting
to shutter sound of DSLR' goes viral
A photograph of a snow leopard, clicked by
photographer Sascha Fonseca, has gone viral.
"A snow leopard.. interacts with my camera
trap in the mountains of Ladakh. He is
probably reacting to the shutter sound of the
DSLR" Fonseca wrote. "That is awesome! What

a wild moment captured in an incredible
setting," a comment read while another
person wrote, "Briliant capture."

CREDIT SASCHA FONSECA

"World's largest' incubation centre
Hub 2.0 to be launched in Hyd

T

Telangana CM K Chandrasekhar Rao will
inaugurate the new facility of the T-Hub in
Hyderabad today. The facility (T-Hub 2.0),
which's said to be the world's largest
incubation centre, is built in a T-shaped
structure and designed to house over 1,500
startups. It's expected to be India's largest
prototyping facility and is built at a cost of
about 276 crore.
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Prasanna Yashwant Deokar
FE Div-A

Prasanna Yashwant Deokar
FE Div-A

Prof. Supriya Baban Raut
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Quote of the Month
"THERE IS NO OTHER
SPIRITUAL TEACHER

THAN YOUR OWN SOUL"
Swami Vivekanand
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